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Espacio XR offers the latest products in devices and content related to Augmented
Reality (AR), Mixed Reality (MR) and Virtual Reality (VR), and a place to experience
and understand all these different realities first-hand.
In April, 2016, we embarked on a journey through immersive technologies with the
help of the Espacio VR, a benchmark showroom for Virtual Reality in our country due
to its informative, permanent, free and constantly updated nature. This year in 2018,
thanks to the positive attendance numbers and the need to show new products from
this constantly expanding sector, the space is being updated and turned into the
new Extended Reality Space, which, in addition to Virtual Reality, includes
Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality.
The project remains more alive than ever and is therefore expanding its range of
realities, offering visitors the latest breakthroughs in the sector as previously selected
by our collaborator, The App Date. In this way, Espacio XR maintains its philosophy
and desire to make the best quality devices and experiences on the market known to
different audiences, while at the same time offering space and visibility to all the
collaborating companies that participate in our showroom by providing their contents,
devices and/or services.
Among the selection of devices, attendees will find the most important ones on the
market: Oculus, Samsung, HTC, PlayStation, Google, Microsoft, ASUS, Lenovo,
LG, HP, Dell, ACER, Magic Leap, and others. Without a doubt, it’s an opportunity
for attendees to try out different technologies that will allow them to create new
worlds and/or immerse themselves in others, offering a truly unique experience.
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Located on the fourth floor of the Espacio Fundación Telefónica, the
showroom offers visits to two types of audiences:
Companies: personalised visits for companies, with the aim of demonstrating this
technology’s uses and possibilities in various work sectors. The attendance schedule is
from Tuesday to Friday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with the length of the visit depending
on the number of people per group. Access to the activity is via reservation, which can
be
requested
at
the
following
email
address espaciovr@fundaciontelefonica.comstating your company name, contact
person and telephone number.
Private audience: organised group visits of up to 8 people every half hour. Attendees
must reserve their free ticket on this website. Opening hours are from Tuesday to
Friday from 3:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m. and Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays from 10
a.m.-2 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Minimum age: 13 years old (always accompanied by an adult).
Punctuality is requested and we recommend that you arrive 5 minutes before
the activity.
Once inside the Space, attendees must fill in a disclaimer and an assignment of image
rights (*only in the event that you wish to take the 360º photo that is later uploaded
to Facebook: Galería Espacio XR).
FREE TICKETS HERE
To
cancel
a
reservation,
you
must
send
an
email
to espacioxr@fundaciontelefonica.com with subject: CANCELLATION, stating day
and time of the reservation. Please contact us at the following telephone number with
any questions: 618 54 39 28.
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